
Track Listing:
1. The Winter Room  (Breakout Track)

2. Dark Western

3. The World Is Too Much With Us 

4. Bella Ballerina

5. By The Stream

6. Art of  Film  (Breakout Track)

7. Genius of Escape Who Will 
     Startle & Amaze  (Breakout Track)

8. Stella, My Brightest Star

9. The Key

10. Breeze In The Tree

11. Maps of  The Sky  (Breakout Track)

12. After The Snowstorm

“Au Revoir Borealis have handily transcended the clichés of 
shoegazer (and slowcore, for that matter), crafting an album 
rich with emotion and artistry.”

	 	 	 	 –	Jason	Morehead	(Opuszine.com)

Au Revoir Borealis is a collective of musicians from Detroit, Michigan 
who write songs that are epic, expansive and rather cinematic in nature. The 
group received much fanfare with the release of their highly regarded debut 
recording, Tienken, in 2000. 

Now they present their latest album, Dark Enough For Stars – a billowy 
and intimate collection of thoughtful songs anchored by a blizzard of 
guitars wrapped around the voice of Stephenie Halpert McWalters. This 
recording reveals a matured sense of songwriting and arrangement by its 
members and finds them exploring a more organic and orchestral approach 
to their sound by including pianos, cellos and violins in the mix alongside 
waves of reverbed guitar and crashing drums.

Dark Enough for Stars explores themes of isolation, futility, loss, faith, 
hope and peace. It stands as a testament that all is not lost and that there is 
hope in knowing that each day breaks anew. That one can rest in the hope 
of knowing that in the middle of all darkness, beauty can be found. And 
that there is a treasure to fight for and hold on to in those stars that pierce 
through the inky blackness of our longest nights.

Touring arrangements are undecided at this time as not all members live 
in the same region. But plans to promote the record include full service to 
college and specialty radio, music blogs and music press worldwide as well 
as negotiating possible licensing deals for film and television. Additionally, 
through a partnership with The Orchard, Dark Enough for Stars will be 
distributed to online and mobile retail outlets in over 70 countries.

SELLING POINTS:
• Built a highly dedicated international listening audience via specialty 
   and college radio, social networking sites, and message boards

• Music requested for use in films from United Artists, Disney 
   Pictures and Columbia Pictures

• The group has performed with national and international touring acts 
   like The Autumns, Windy & Carl, and Jessica Bailiff

• They have appeared on numerous compilations with highly lauded 
   artists such as Warn Defever (His Name Is Alive), Simon Raymonde 
   (Cocteau Twins), Mark Gardner (Ride), Twenty Four Gone, Kristy 
   Thirsk (Delerium), The Autumns, Archer Prewitt (The Sea and Cake), 
   Tanya Donelly (Belly) and more

• Recommended if you like Mogwai, Cocteau Twins, Sigur Ros, Godspeed! 
   You Black Emporer, Eluvium, Auburn Lull, Max Richter, etc.
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